CASE STUDY

STEALTHBITS THE FLEXIBLE SOLUTION
One of the world’s most notable brands needed serious help with Active Directory cleanup. With more than 5,000 security
groups with unknown owners, the organization needed to understand what these groups provided access to before they could
take any steps to remediate them . This uncertainty was also causing issues with the effectiveness and efficiency of their Identity
and Access Management (IAM) program. The primary user at the company had used solutions from a competitor previously,
but decided to turn to Stealthbits not only to gather the data he could not with his existing solution, but to produce the views he
needed through Stealthbits’ flexible analysis and reporting facilities.

Challenges
The customer could not properly or efficiently grant or revoke access to
corporate resources through their Identity & Access Management (IAM)
platform, or institute governance workflows to control resource access,
because they could not determine:
•

Where their groups were being used across their entire environment
(not just unstructured data repositories)

•

Who the owners of the groups were for over 5000 groups

Stealthbits was able to meet the organization’s needs and very specific
reporting requirements by:

•

Vertical:
Tobacco

Size:

8,100 users

Solution
•

COMPANY PROFILE

Mapping groups and where they were being leveraged through both
scanning of known resources (e.g. File Shares, SharePoint sites, etc.)
and monitoring requests for group membership information from
unknown resources through LDAP calls to Active Directory
Calculating “Probable Owners” for each security group and assigning ownership through automatic population of AD object attribute
fields

With a mapping of each resource and group and a business resource
to verify each group’s membership, the customer achieved complete
control over resource access and maximized their investment in IAM
through Stealthbits’ flexible solution.

NEXT STEPS
Schedule a Demo

stealthbits.com/demo

Download a Free Trial

stealthbits.com/free-trial

Contact Us

info@stealthbits.com

About Stealthbits:

With a mapping of each resource and
group, the customer achieved complete
control over resource access and
maximized their investment in IAM through
Stealthbits’ flexible solution.
www.stealthbits.com

+1.201.447.9300

Stealthbits Technologies, Inc. is a customer-driven
cybersecurity software company focused on
protecting an organization’s sensitive data and
the credentials attackers use to steal that data.
By removing inappropriate data access, enforcing
security policy, and detecting advanced threats,
our highly innovative and infinitely flexible
platform delivers real protection that reduces
security risk, fulfills compliance requirements,
and decreases operational expense.
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